A PRINT SHOP TO BE ESTABLISHED AT POLY

Again the new era of development of Polytechnic will be marked when a new course in printing begins in the present work. The course will be different from the present, as the school has finally arranged with the University of California to allow the students of Polytechnic to register for a course in the University of California's Polytechnic printing department. The course will be taught by a printing instructor from the University of California, and will be offered to the students of Polytechnic at a reduced rate. The course will cover the fundamentals of printing and will be designed to prepare students for careers in the printing industry. The program will be offered to students in the fall semester of the 1922-1923 academic year. The course will be taught in the new print shop that will be established in the Polytechnic building. The print shop will be equipped with the latest printing equipment and will be capable of producing high-quality printing products. The print shop will be open to students and will be available for use by faculty and staff. The print shop will be a valuable addition to the Polytechnic's educational program and will provide students with practical experience in the printing industry. The print shop will be open to the public for printing services, and will be available for use by the University of California Polytechnic printing department.
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In order to succeed in any
vocation, it is absolutely necessary to
place all of one's efforts, on this
one objective. One cannot expect
to make a success of anything
if he does not set his mind on this
one subject only. It is advisable
to gather together all information
that would have a tendency to
bring one's mind on the subject
he intends to follow later in life.
It can only reach the "high points"
by hard work and constantly plan
ning each day ways and means of
reaching the top of the ladder. We
man ever gained a high position;
but such is ambition, so let
nothing prevent him from reaching
the top of the ladder. No change
in form of place all of one's efforts,
but this contains the "high points"
and "right ways" of the earth.

AMBITION"

BE PATIENT"

Don't get discouraged. The dark
night in your career may be just
before you step into the bright
light. Changes come quickly. Move
as rapidly on the checkerboard of
business as he patience. Your time
will come if you have the
right stuff in you. Success comes
in remembering to steer clear of a
mistake you have once made. Suc
cess consists in remembering to
steer clear of a mistake you have
once made. Success means the
ability to overcome obstacles and
adversity. Success comes to those
who move forward, be it ever so
slowly, as long as you advance
some. Hold your head up, aim
high, clear your fist, get your
jaw firmly, and push forward with
determination. Let your watch
word be, "I will."
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H E R E ' S T O T H E
MECHANICS

The conquerors of the old world
with the sole idea of creating a
new breath and ambition, as he.

All wise men have acknowledged
the fact that there are always two
sides to most anything and al
though some things seem small
enough to overcome with the sole
of one's foot, they appear in many
ways much larger.

Now as it seems everything has
its beginning and so on, you
might term it as an evolution of
which the mechanical eye has no
idea, for instance the bivalves out
in the chamber of the mighty deep
and conquering the raging billows;
where is your evolution? Nowhere.

Now let's start from the begin
ning of things and have what
people call evolution.

Mr. Adam and Mrs. Eve, as some
people, were made of earth, but
the Mechanics do not agree to this
for they opened the bowels of the
earth, that's all, etc. There was
Adam and there was Eve, both in
a garden, yes, a garden, this sounds
like agriculture; they did not have
heights as their plowing tool
side triumphantly on the waving
of the mighty wind for next comes
the Tantau in form of a serpent;
not a Fair, nor an element of fire
dressed to a crouch but on his own
stomach, where's, so far, to Mechanics.

Now we ask where are most
of the improvements going? -Cer
tainly; to agriculture.

Now let's start from the begin
ning of things and have what
people call evolution.

Mr. Adam and Mrs. Eve, as some
people, were made of earth, but
the Mechanics do not agree to this
for they opened the bowels of the
earth, that's all, etc. There was
Adam and there was Eve, both in
a garden, yes, a garden, this sounds
like agriculture; they did not have
heights as their plowing tool
side triumphantly on the waving
of the mighty wind for next comes
the Tantau in form of a serpent;
not a Fair, nor an element of fire
dressed to a crouch but on his own
stomach, where's, so far, to Mechanics.

Now you have it from beginning
to end, that is to say, and at least the subject
of agriculture needs no undue con
sideration. We still remain as ever
the foundation on which Mechanics
were first given strength in order
to open their eyes.

DINNER GIVEN
BY H. A. GIRLS

The second of a series of din
ners to be given by the ranking
class took place the evening of
April 24.

Green and gold decorations were
tastefully arranged by committees
in the hall decorations and in the
design of the place cards.
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THE NEW MARKET

Wholesale and Retail

Butchers-Stock Buyers

Market Phone 19
Slaughter House Phone, 305-W

KAMM'S

San Luis Garace
C. H. Keenon & Co
OPPOSITE COURT HOUSE

MERRIFIELD & SON

"All Things Musical"

Dr. C. P. Proudfoot
EVE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT

Ernest Vollmer
REAL ESTATE AND
INSURANCE

WICKENDEN & WICKENDEN
HART, SCHAFFNER &
MARK

WICHCLEN & WICKENDEN
CLOTHING

CLOTHING

CHAS. J. THORN - PROP

WICKENDEN & WICKENDEN
ASTON'S

PHOTOS

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Henry J. Bowers
Men's Tailor Ladies'
CLEANING
PRESSING, ALTERING
Telephone 234-J

Commercial Bank

San Luis Obispo, Cal.
Capital, Surplus and Undivided
Profits, $845,000.00

$4,250,000.00

FREE DELIVERY

FULTON MARKET

J. B. Berkenmyer & Son

Free Delivery

Phone 1901 Chorro St.

Adler's
"Collegian"

CLOTHING

SCHULZE BROS.

EAGLE PHARMACY
B. G. LATIMER

San Luis Obispo
California

Army & Navy Store

Handicrafts of Dress & Work
Shoes, Dress Shirts, Work Shirts,
Underwear, Wool Sweaters

583 Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo

Across street from Standard
Filling Station
Then George calmly, "Now Mr. Troup, can you give, One Senior, George, he calmly int, The term at Poly, near the end; Giving you now, a term sheet."

Harris—"I did, but forgot."
Mr. Wilder—"Well, what luck."
Mr. Agosti (in physical)—"Now, you're getting off the subject; stick to the lesson in the book."
Those who didn't see Pfeiffer playing tag-rag over the tomahawks last Sunday missed a treat.
Mr. Wilder (electric shop)—"What is electricity, Harris?"
Harris—I don't know.
Mr. Wilder—"You don't know?"
Harris—I did, but forgot.
Mr. Wilder—"Well, what luck.
Here is the only man on the world that knew what electricity is, and he forgot.

The term at Poly, near the end; A history class was due.
One Senior, George, he calmly int,
To sleep the lecture through.
And then, this country took Rams;
Mr. Whittlock looked down the room,
"Now Mr. Troup, can you give, The date—the proper time?"
Then George's classmate gave a nod,
And George met the shank,
By pulling out his "Ingered."
And yowling, "Two shucks."

Are They Right? Appendicitis—A modern pain, costing about $200 more than the old-fashioned stomachache.
Rockbit—A mosquito. Baseball—A game in which the young man who bravely strikes out for himself receives no praise for it.
Heyday—An abbreviation that makes women both shorter and men longer.
Champagne—The stuff that makes the world go round. Complexion, The only sport who enjoys getting a tan in the lesson in the book."
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POLY'S VICTORIES
FIVE STRAIGHT

The slugging nine won their fifth victory on Saturday, April 18, in a game with Templeton High in Templeton—a track meet of a baseball game, for the score was 21-0.

The game opened with Poly scoring four runs in the first inning. Poly certainly had some good hitting assurance; they scored 21 runs off of three of Templeton's pitchers. The line-up was as follows:

FRESHMEN WIN
INTER-CLASS MEET

Mr. Nicolardi granted a half holiday for the interclass track meet held on the campus April 20. There was no doubt about the rivalry between classes.

The final results showed the Freshmen first, with 43 points; Junior and Senior tied second with 26 points, and the Sophs third with 21 points.

Fickle made 15 points for the Freshmen. Potter made 13 for the Juniors and Van Schenck 10 for the Seniors. The whole of the afternoon was devoted to the meet, and some of the students surely did enjoy it.

POLY'S VICTORIES
FIVE STRAIGHT

The slugging nine won their fifth victory on Saturday, April 18, in a game with Templeton High in Templeton—a track meet of a baseball game, for the score was 21-0.

The game opened with Poly scoring four runs in the first inning. Poly certainly had some good hitting assurance; they scored 21 runs off of three of Templeton's pitchers. The line-up was as follows:

Fickle, 3b; Troup, rf; Fitzgerald, pl; Miller, Hr; Austin, c; Freeland, 1b; Siquiun, Fs; Rommeler, lb; Lima, 1b; Elliot substituted for Troup in the sixth.

INVITATION FIELD
MEET TO BE HELD

On May 6, the track and Field meet of the high schools of the county will meet on our field to compete with our team for the honors of the county. This is the first affair of this kind at this school for a number of years, and accordingly as the school is holding the meet it is no more proper for the school to win it.

To do this, it will be necessary for all students of track ability to be out in full force with the backing of the entire student body. Suitable trophies will be awarded, as many efforts will be made the three cups, donated by the Wilson Sporting Goods Co., the local Chamber of Commerce, and C. C. Smith and Co., respectively, will be awarded; one for the winning school, one for the highest point man, and one for the winning relay team; the winners of each event will receive suitable medals.

try-out school after August. It has been decided after carefully looking into the statistics that it is a very desirable place for a man to finish his entire course. The new arrival is Walter B. Satterly, Robert Cross, and Kinner J. Cowell.

DISABLED VETS
ELECT OFFICERS

Officers were elected and important committee appointed at the meeting of the newly organized chapter of Disabled American Veterans of the World War held a few days ago at the temporary quarters at 1105 Marsh street. J. P. Schmidt, first vice chairman, was chosen as follows: Geo. K. Schrader, chairman; A. C. Lovins, C. W. Starphy, Timothy Barry, M. W. Stevens. Committee was to investigate all cases of sickness among disabled veterans was then appointed with the following men acting as members: J. P. Schaefer, A. C. Stough, W. Nichols and John M. Doerwy.

The next meeting of the organization will be held in the Civic Club, through the courtesy of Mrs. Queenie Wardn. Applications for membership are still being received.

The organization provides that applicant for membership must have been wounded, or disabled while serving with the United States forces between April, 1917, and November, 1919, which were incurred while in the line of duty.

Following is the oath taken by all members of the chapter: "I do, in the presence of the members herein assembled, solemnly promise and declare that I will always hold and maintain the Constitution and laws of the United States of America, and will always show good causes, love and devotion for the Stars and Stripes and principles for which they stand, and I do further promise to always aid and assist any disabled comrade in the loss of my ability and means, and I do further declare that I will never reveal to anyone unauthorized to receive it, anything that takes place in this or any other meeting of this chapter, none of the things which I see, hear or feel, that I will support the constitution and by-laws and obey the officers and give to the club, a short story by Miss Hayden, then another song.

The meeting concluded with a general discussion of the May Day picnic plans.

"I see through it," as Marigold sold, when the fortunes of the club fell out.

WANTED :: TRAP DRUMMERS
To Play with "Noisy Four" Orchestra
A good chance for one who understands music. See
John Loucks or Billy Corbin

P. Hughes :: Tailor

Suites made to order
Cleaning
Pressing
Alterings
and Repairs

Cor. Chorro & Monterey

Jim's
Shoek
Shining
Parlor

Jim J. Dimealer, Prop.

We All Know Him
At 955 Monterey

Sinsheimer Bros.
Since 1870
Monterey St.

Stop in
At Piper's
Stop Inn

Harry Rowan
Bowling Alley
and
Soft Drink Stand

John Norton Pharmacy

Prescription Specialist
Call us on ALL your Drug
wants

Phone 218-W

Ireland's

Delicious Coffee and Chocolate
Sandwiches and Salads
Fine Candies and Ice Cream

568 Monterey

La France Caketeria
San Luis & Santa Maria
Strictly American

Horn & France

Proprietors